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Drinking beer goes back more than 5,500 years and perhaps as far as 9,000 years.  In ancient 

Iraq, there is a 3,900-year-old Sumerian poem honoring the Ninkasi, the patron goddess of 

brewing while hieroglyphics reveal that workers in the city of Uruk were often paid in beer 

(lucky workers).   

Beer is drunk through-out the world and, not surprisingly, there are dozens of different types 

of beer drinking vessels.  See the list below.  Please note that your interpretations of 

drinking vessels that have an asterisk* beside them are eligible for our Most Original 

prize of $300.   

Vessel From Where Characteristics & Background 

Boot* European 

Apocryphally, a general promised his troops he would drink beer 

from his boot if they won the battle.  When the troops prevailed, 

the general had a glassmaker fashion a boot and thus saved his 

fine leather boots.  In Germanic countries, beer boots are often 

passed among guests as part of a drinking challenge.   Novices to 

this practice are often handed the boot with the tip pointing away 

from them – when air enters the tip, the beer pours all over their 

face.   

Bombard* Tudor England 

Large jacks (see bthat resembled the barrel of a bombard cannon 

with a very large mouth.  Other inferences are that the use of 

either could get you bombed.   

Chalice* Belgian, German 

Large thick-walled bowl-shaped glasses with stems for sipping 

heavy Belgian ales and German bocks.  Some chalices are etched 

on the bottom to nucleate a stream of bubbles for maintaining a 

nice head. 

Crock* Sumerian 

An ancient communal beer container from which beer was drunk 

with straws.  In the Sumerian epic of King Gilgamesh, the oldest 

piece of known literature, drinking beer is essential step to 

becoming human.   

 

“The king of a cultured city called Uruk decided to befriend the 

wild creature, Enkidu, and civilize him.  So he sent one of the 

goddess Ninkasi's temple maidens out to the plains with the 

mission to seduce Enkidu. When she found him, she initiated him 

into the deepest secrets of erotic ecstasy, after which she 

offered him a meal of bread and beer. ‘Enkidu knows not how to 

eat bread,’ she said, ‘nor how to drink beer.’ She then entreated 

him: ‘Eat bread, Enkidu, as it is part of life! Drink beer as it is the 

custom of the land.’ ‘The wild beast Enkidu ate bread until he was 

sated. He then drank beer, seven crocks full. His spirit relaxed and 

became free. He started to talk in a loud voice. Well-being filled 

his body and his face turned bright. He washed his matted fleece 

with water and rubbed his body with oil, and Enkidu became 

human.” 

Dimple* British 

Aka “jug glass” – shaped like a large mug with a handle and 

dimples.  Originally made with a grid/dimple pattern on the outside 

to resemble the segmentation of a WWII grenade.  The dimples 

help prevent the glass from slipping out of the fingers.  This 

drinking glass is now enjoying a comeback in England. 

Flagon* Roman 

A flagon is a large leather, metal, glass or ceramic drinking vessel, 

typically of about a liter in volume, and it has either a handle (when 

strictly speaking it is a jug), or (more usually) one or two rings at 

http://www.truebeer.com/History-of-Beer-Boots_ep_54-1.html
http://www.strongblade.com/history/medieval-tankards.html
https://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/101/glassware/
http://www.aina.org/ata/20060827151956.htm
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-27188915
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flagon
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the neck. Sometimes the neck has a large flange at the top rather 

than rings. The neck itself may or may not be formed into one, two 

or three spouts.  
 

The purpose of the rings is that you put your first (or first two) 

fingers into these or, if no rings, under the flange.  You then rotate 

your forearm both up and away, turning your wrist to rest the 

flagon on top of your crooked elbow raised nearly to the 

horizontal, and you can then turn your head and drink straight 

from the flagon by pulling down with your fingers and lifting your 

elbow.  

 

The flagon was developed for a specific purpose to bringing liquid 

refreshment (beer!) to workers in the field or to refresh the rowers 

aboard ships. 

Flute* Belgian 

Like a champagne flute, a serving vessel for intensely carbonated 

Belgian lambics and fruit beers.  The narrow shape helps maintain 

carbonation while providing a strong aromatic front.  It also, 

according to one study, causes people to drink their beer 50% 

faster compared to using straight sided glasses.   

Goblet* Belgian, German 
Large thin-walled bowl-shaped glass with a stem for sipping 

heavy Belgian ales and German bocks.   

Growler*  English/American 

A growler is a glass, ceramic, or stainless-steel jug used to 

transport draft beer in the United States, Canada, Australia, Brazil 

and other countries. The significant growth of craft breweries and 

the growing popularity of home brewing has also led to an 

emerging market for the sale of collectible growlers. Some 

U.S. grocery stores, convenience stores, bars and restaurants 

now have growler filling stations (YAY!). 

 

The term likely dates from the late 19th century when fresh beer 

was carried from the local pub to one's home by means of a 

small galvanized lidded pail. The sound that the carbon dioxide 

made when it escaped from the lid as the beer sloshed was said 

to resemble a growl.   

Horns of 

Plenty* 
European 

Horns from cows were popular from the first century AD in parts 

of Europe and often ornamented with metal and jewels. 

Jacks* British 

Leather drinking cups and “steins” dating back to at least the 14th 

century England. Often ornamented and embroidered, they were 

also referred to as “Black Jacks” for tar that was used to coat the 

leather.  Lighter than clay, they were particularly favored in 

Elizabethan England but were unknown in France.    

Masskrug* German 

A large handled 1 liter beer (approx. = 3 cans) drinking vessel that 

is a staple of Bavarian beer halls.  Originally made of stoneware 

but now also made of glass.  The modern Maßkrug is slightly 

larger than 1 litre, with a Füllstrich (de) (calibration mark) denoting 

the level to which the beer must be filled to allow room for 

its head to expand. Using mugs without a calibration mark, or with 

a mark that is below the true 1 litre position, is prosecuted as 

fraud. A "Coalition against fraudulent pouring [of beer]" ("Verein 

gegen betrügerisches Einschenken") in Munich fights for the 

customer rights of beer drinkers.  

Mug European 
A beer glass of a standard size (in Britain holding one pint, or half a 

pint) with a handle, to drink beer from. 

http://gizmodo.com/5940039/how-a-fluted-beer-glass-helps-you-drink-faster
https://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/101/glassware/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Growler_(jug)
http://allaboutbeer.com/article/from-skull-cup-to-pint-glass/
http://allaboutbeer.com/article/from-skull-cup-to-pint-glass/
http://www.worldcollectorsnet.com/articles/black-jacks-bombards-antique-drinking-vessels/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ma%C3%9F
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=F%C3%BCllstrich&action=edit&redlink=1
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/F%C3%BCllstrich
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beer_head
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Munich
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Nonic* European/British 

A “nonic” is a pint glass where the glass bulges out a couple 

inches from the top.  This is partly for improved grip but also to 

prevent glasses from sticking together when stacked and to 

strengthen the rim from being chipped or “nicked.”  “Nonic” 

comes from “no nick” 

Pint European/British 

Any shape that contains a certain amount of beer.  In the UK, a 

imperial pint or 1.2 US pints.  A US pint is 16 fl oz or two cups.  See 

also “pony” and ‘dimple” glasses. 

Pilsner* European 
Tall, slender and evenly tapered beer glass.  Usually smaller than 

pints.  For light beers.   

Pony Australian A quarter pint glass holding approximately 5 fl oz. 

Rhyton* Greek 

A drinking vessels for beer and wine that featured a wide mouth at 

the top and a hole through a conical constriction at the bottom 

from which the fluid ran. Often shaped as a bull’s head and 

sometimes as a boar or lion or griffon.   

The idea is that one scooped wine or beer from a storage vessel 

or similar source, held it up, unstoppered the hole with one's 

thumb, and let the fluid run into the mouth in the same way that 

wine is drunk from a wineskin today. 

Schooner Australian A 15 oz (approx. 2 cup) container for beer. 

Sahtihaarikka* Finish 
A two-handled wooden communal tankard for serving a Finish 

beer called sahti, traditionally used in a sauna. 

Snifter* European 

Though typically used for brandy and cognac, snifters are also 

used for aromatic beers such as double/imperial IPAs, barley 

wines (high proof beers) and Belgian abbey beers.  

Skull Cup* Worldwide 

Yes, the practice of drinking beer, sake and other fermented drink 

out of human skulls has a long history and spans the globe.   

Starting with Cro-Magnon man, and continuing onto Bulgarian 

kings, Mongolian chiefs, Japanese warlords and Persian shahs 

(among others) the idea of using a human skull of a vanquished 

foe to drink from is apparently widespread.  But the skull cup may 

also be from someone who is revered – for example, the  Buddhist 

kapala, a chalice formed out of Saint Theodulf’s skull or a “jolly 

monk” skull that Lord Byron unearthed in his garden (a former 

abbey) and had fashioned into a drinking cup. 

Stang* German 

A high narrow (thin) cylindrical glass originally used for serving a 

bright yellow pilsner beer called Kolsch.  Stangs are often 

presented on a special serving tray with slotted holes called a 

Kranz (“wreath”). 

Stein* 
European/German 

/Bavarian 

A traditional stoneware and usually ornamented beer mug, now 

often sold as souvenirs or collectibles and often with tops or 

hinged lids with a thumb-lever.  The size is large, from half liter or 

full liter.  The lid was legislated in Germany during the Black Plague 

in order to prevent diseased flies from getting into the beer. This 

was when beer was drunk in part because clean water supplies 

were problematic. 

Tankard* European 

Like the stein but less ornamented.  Originally made of wood but 

later of glass, metal and ceramics.  Metal tankards often have a 

glass bottom with many stories for why this might be, including to 

be able to see a foe approaching, to be able to judge the clarity of 

the beer and, weirdly, to avoid conscription (if one could identify a 

coin in the bottom of the tankard.) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beer_glassware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beer_glassware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhyton
https://beerandbrewing.com/dictionary/fVuXVAqdBj/sahti/
http://blog.mrbeer.com/snifter-glass/
http://allaboutbeer.com/article/from-skull-cup-to-pint-glass/
http://www.truebeer.com/Stange-Glassware_c_82.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beer_glassware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tankard
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Variation:  the Peg Tankard:  Originally made of wood, the peg 

tankard system was introduced by Edgar the Peaceful,  the King 

of England from 959 to 975AD. The interior of the tankards were 

fitted with wooden pegs or nails to divide the volume inside 

equally into eighths. 

 

This system was used to prevent over-imbibing, as tankards at 

this time typically held two quarts of ale and were used as 

communal drinking vessels. 

 

This law stated when vessels incorporating the pegs were drank 

from, if in one draught you took more than one peg’s worth, you 

were to be fined a penny.  Hence the term: “taking one down a 

peg”. 

Tulip* German 

The class tulip glass, with its inward turn and flared rim and 

originally designed for Belgian abbey beers, is claimed by some to 

be the one essential beer drinking glass.   

Weizen* German 

A beer glass used to serve wheat beer. This German-style glass 

generally holds 0.5 liters (16 oz) with room for foam or "head". It is 

much taller than a pint glass, and starts out very skinny before 

widening out slightly at the top. It is said that the glass is tapered 

to trap yeast at the bottom of the glass.  

Willie aka 

Willybecher German 

The standard German glass for beer.  Conical in shape, it curves 

inward at the top to create a smaller diameter opening.  It’s design 

dates to 1954 to Willy Steinmeier of Glassworks Ruhrglas AG.  

The company sells over 10 million Willy mugs a year.   

Yard* English 

A yard is a very tall narrow glass with a bulb at the bottom and a 

widening shape.  It is approximately, you guessed it, one yard in 

length.  It originated in 17th century England and is associated with 

stagecoach drivers (drinking and driving!) but more often with 

drinking feats and special toasts. It holds 6 cups of beer.   

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1981/10/18/nyregion/antiques-drinking-vessels-of-the-colonists.html
http://www.latimes.com/food/dailydish/la-dd-so-many-beer-glasses-but-really-you-only-need-one-20140228-story.html
http://www.truebeer.com/Beer-Glass-Types_ep_22-1.html
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willibecher
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willibecher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yard_of_ale
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